Nanoscale electronics and photonics are among the most promising research areas providing functional nano-components for data transfer and signal processing. By adopting metalbased optical antennas as a disruptive technological vehicle, we demonstrate that these two device-generating technologies can be interfaced to create an electronically-driven self-emitting unit. This nanoscale plasmonic transmitter operates by injecting electrons in a contacted tunneling antenna feedgap. Under certain operating conditions, we show that the antenna enters a * To whom correspondence should be addressed † highly nonlinear regime in which the energy of the emitted photons exceeds the quantum limit imposed by the applied bias. We propose a model based upon the spontaneous emission of hot electrons that correctly reproduces the experimental findings. The electron-fed optical antennas described here are critical devices for interfacing electrons and photons, enabling thus the development of optical transceivers for on-chip wireless broadcasting of information at the nanoscale.
highly nonlinear regime in which the energy of the emitted photons exceeds the quantum limit imposed by the applied bias. We propose a model based upon the spontaneous emission of hot electrons that correctly reproduces the experimental findings. The electron-fed optical antennas described here are critical devices for interfacing electrons and photons, enabling thus the development of optical transceivers for on-chip wireless broadcasting of information at the nanoscale.
Optical antennas are designed arrangements of metal nanoparticles operating at the surface plasmon resonance. These nanoscale devices are passive wave-vector converters largely used for electromagnetic interfacing and radiation engineering. 1, 2 Optical antennas are pervasive in a growing number of disciplines including single-emitter control, 3 high-harmonic generation, 4 or hotcarriers production. 5 In these diverse applications, an external light field drives the antenna which acts as a relaying element between an in-coupling optical stimuli and the desired out-coupled response. However, an appealing feature of metal-based plasmonic units is their ability to process optical signals and electric currents via a shared circuitry. This unique asset recently fostered the development of planar electrically-activated surface plasmon polariton sources thereby addressing the long-standing issue of on-chip integration. [6] [7] [8] [9] In this paper, we pursue this incentive and demonstrate the conversion of an electrical power to an electromagnetic radiation inside the feedgap of an optical antenna. This nanoscale transducing element is an essential component for interfacing an electronic layer with a photon-based platform, and may enable a wireless broadcasting link 10 when paired with matching optical rectennas. 11, 12 Our approach is based on electrically pumping the feedback region of a tunneling optical gap antenna. 12, 13 Upon injecting electrons, we record a highly nonlinear energy-forbidden light emission from the feedgap. We show that this unconventional radiation is linked to the temperature of the electron sub-system and the underlying surface plasmon resonances. By appropriately positioning the feedgap with respect to the leads, we demonstrate an agility of the angular distribution of the emitted photons with an increase of the directivity.
In-plane tunneling optical gap antennas are realized by a controlled electromigration of a cal characterizations discussed below are perfomed under ambient conditions using the apparatus sketched in the supplementary file. The nanowire and the macroscopic electrodes are deposited on a glass coverslip by a double-step lithography involving electron-beam writing followed by an ultraviolet patterning. A 2 nm Cr layer is thermally evaporated to favor the adhesion of a 50 nm thick Au layer. A liftoff of the resist finalizes the structure. Electromigration of the nanowire is obtained by constantly monitoring the time evolution of the nanowire conductance G upon applying a slowly increasing voltage V bias . When the conductance drops below a predetermined threshold due to Joule heating and the onset of electromigration, V bias is slightly reduced to contain the variation of G. This manually operated feedback of the bias voltage is maintained during the complete electrical thinning of the nanowire. Figure 1 (a) displays the last minutes of the process where steps in units of the quantum conductance G 0 = 2e 2 /h are clearly observed indicating the passage from a ballistic electron transport to the tunneling regime when G < G 0 (t >220 s). Here e is the charge of an electron and h is the Planck's constant. The inset of Fig. 1(a) shows a scanning electron micrograph of a typical electromigrated nanowire together with a close-up view of the junction area after being used. Note that a conducting layer of Au was evaporated on the sample to enable SEM imaging. The junction separating the two electrodes acts as a non-resonant optical gap antenna where the optical response and the electrical potential are self-aligned in a nanometer-scale feedgap. 11, 12, 14 Light emission observed from biased tunnel junctions is well documented in the literature since the pioneering work of Lambe and McCarthy. 15 Photon emission is generally understood as the radiative decay of surface plasmon modes. These modes can be either excited within the junction by inelastic tunneling current fluctuations, 16, 17 or directly in the metal electrodes by hot carriers relaxation. 18, 19 A particularity of the emission spectrum is that the high-energy side is bound by the quantum limit where the quantum of energy carried by the photons cannot exceed the electron energy provided by the bias voltage: hν max ≤ eV bias where ν max is the highest frequency component of the spectrum. We do observe such bias-controlled spectral distribution in electromigrated optical Figure 1 : (a) Evolution of the normalized conductance during the last moments of the electromigration process. Quantum conductance steps are clearly marked. Inset: scanning electron micrograph of a Au nanowire after electromigration and close-up view of the junction area. (b) Emission spectra showing the displacement of the high energy side with the applied bias. The spectra are not corrected for the detection efficiency (dash curve). The vertical bars indicate the quantum limit hν max = eV bias . Inset: magnified energy distributions near the quantum limit showing over-bias photon energy. gap antennas characterized by relatively low zero-bias conductance G 10 −2 G 0 and smaller. A representative example is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for three operation voltages of the light-emitting antenna. As expected from a tunneling process, increasing V bias from 1.7 V to 1.9 V leads to a higher number of charges injected in the antenna feedgap and we consequently observe a net gain of the photon flux. The vertical bars represent the position of the quantum limit hν max = eV bias limiting the energy of the released photons. A surface plasmon contribution at 1.8 eV can be seen as a shoulder in the spectrum taken at V bias =1.9 V. This spectral feature is not observed for smaller biases because the electron energy is not sufficient to populate the plasmon mode. This overall behavior has recently been reported and exploited in resonant systems by J. Kern et al. 20 and will not be discussed further here.
With a careful observation of the emission spectra, it is conspicuous that they are not completely bound by the quantum limit. We record a small portion of the spectral distributions clearly violating the hν max = eV bias cutoff as indicated by the inset of Fig. 1(b) showing a close-up view of the spectra near the three thresholds. This unconventional light is even more pronounced for optical tunneling gap antenna with high zero-bias conductance. Figure 2 Overbias light emission in Au junctions has been occasionally reported in the context of scan-ning tunneling microscopy (STM). [21] [22] [23] [24] The radiation mechanism was first described as a spontaneous emission from an elevated temperature of the electron system. 22 This interpretation was then discarded on account for the presence of characteristics plasmon modes in the spectra. 23 An Auger-like process of hot carriers was introduced to increase the electronic energy distribution responsible for the hν max > eV bias emission. 23, 24 A quantitative agreement with the experiment was obtained using the framework of dynamical Coulomb blockade theory for processes implying the coherent interaction of two electrons. 25 Our results departs from a correlated two-electron process as illustrated in Fig. 3 showing the bias evolution of the largest photon energy hν max emitted by the antenna. For moderate biases, we record a photon energy requiring the contribution of three electrons. As the voltage increases, hν max shifts to higher energies following a saturation curve up to the asymptotic value of ∼2.4 eV.
The saturation of hν max strongly suggests an inhibition of the antenna emission due to the onset of Au interband reabsorption by low-lying d-band electrons. 26 Figure 3: Evolution of the highest photon energy with voltage. The lines represent the energy conservation for a one-electron, a two-electron and a three-electron processes, respectively. The shaded area is the energy region where interband transitions to d-band electrons dominate.
The quantized conduction step observed at G/G 0 =1 demonstrate the formation of a single conduction channel between two Au atoms [ Fig. 1(a) ]. Because, the Fermi levels between the two sides of the feedgap are separated by eV bias , electrons tunneling through the antenna feedgap pro-duce a hot carrier distribution in the receiving electrode. In a region near the contact, the injected power P = I T V bias is dissipated to the cold electrons of the drain electrode and causes a raise of their effective electronic temperature T e . The electron temperature under steady-state current pumping can be found from a balance between the electrical power P dissipated near the contact, and the cooling rate of the electrons in this region. Typically, the cooling of electrons in metal occurs though the electronic heat conductivity and the interaction of the electrons with bulk phonons. 27 However, the electron-bulk phonon interaction can be strongly suppressed in nanostructures with characteristic size L shorter than the length l energy characterizing the exchange of energy between electrons and bulk phonons: 28,29 L < l energy ∼ v F × τ energy , where τ energy is the characteristic time for electrons to exchange their energy with phonons and v F is the Fermi velocity. Note that l energy is different from the electron mean-free path l e→ph ∼ 50 − 60 nm 22, 30 for electron-phonon elastic scattering. If L < l energy , the collision of electrons with the walls of the nanostructure becomes an important cooling mechanism with which electrons can loose their energy. 28, 29, 31 Tomchuk and Fedorovich developed a model 32 for electron cooling in a nanoparticle of the size L in which electrons collide with the nanoparticle's surface with the frequency v F /L, and obtained a formula relating the electron temperature in the nanoparticle to the electrical power injected into the nanostructure:
where T L is the lattice temperature, k B is the Boltzmann's constant and
Here, m and M are the electron and atomic masses, E F is the Fermi energy andh = h/2π. In the strong heating regime (T e >> T L ), Eq. ?? reduces to
Tomchuck and Fedorovich obtained Eq. ?? to Eq. ?? by neglecting the electronic heat con-ductivity as a mechanism for electron cooling. In the nanowire-like system forming the optical antenna discussed here, the electronic heat conductivity can however be an important aspect to consider. 33 Therefore, we developed a model described in the Supplementary Material in which we took into account cooling of the electron sub-system both by electron collision with the wall of the feedgap (modified from Tomchuck-Fedorovich model) and the electronic heat conductivity along nanowire. We obtained formulas of the forms of Eq. ?? to Eq. ?? but with a different
Where L is the mean-free path for electrons to collide with the surface. This distance depends on the ill-defined junction geometry resulting from the electromigration process and is thus proportional to the square root of an effective area L ∼ √ A eff . b is the electronic heat conductivity coefficient entering the thermal conductivity. For bulk materials, the thermal conductivity is expressed as
where C e is the electronic heat capacity, γ = π 2 Nk 2 B /2E F is the Sommerfeld constant and b = γv F l e→ph /3. When the length of a system becomes comparable to l e→ph , the thermophysical properties are affected by scattering of electrons at surfaces and b becomes size-dependent and can be substantially reduced for small nanowires. 34 An important feature of the cooling mechanism described by Eq.?? to Eq. ?? is that the electron temperature T e is proportional to square root of the electrical power P = I T V bias . In contrast, when electron cooling occurs by exchanging their energy to bulk phonons, the electron temperature is not proportional to square root the power P. For instance, if the electron heat conductivity is neglected and cooling is defined only by electron-bulk phonon interaction, the electron temperature is set by the electrical power injected in the system T e ∝ P. Thus, the square root dependence can be considered as confirmation of an electron cooling through surface collisions rather than electron scattering to bulk phonons.
Electron characterized by a temperature T e spontaneously radiate with an emission spectrum
ρ(ν, r) is the density of modes with a frequency ν into which the emission occurs. 35 The exponent exp(hν/k B T ) originates from the population of the electronic energy levels participating to the emission. With the condition exp(hν/k B T e ) >> 1, Eq. ?? can then be rewritten in the form:
Feeding Eq. ?? in Eq. ??, the intensity of the light at a given frequency ν spontaneously emitted from the hot electron distribution should scale linearly with (I T V bias ) −1/2 in a semi-logarithmic plot. 22 Figure 4 shows semi-logarithmic plots of the light intensity extracted from the spectra at 1.7 eV and 2.06 eV as a function of the variable (I T V bias ) −1/2 , respectively. There is clear linear dependence (dash lines) measured when the junction operates in stable conditions. For data points outside of this trend, the tunneling current I T is erratic with V bias suggesting a degradation of the feedgap through the modification of the junction's conductance. Importantly, and this is the main argument of the paper, the points aligned along the dashed lines are confirming the hot electron origin of the antenna emission, in line with early experiments in island metal films 29 and STM. 22 When the hot electrons collide with the the nanoantenna surface they radiate via the available modes of the structure by a Bremsstrahlung process 36 and a Cerenkov-like radiation 37, 38 to create a thermal distribution at quasi-equilibrium.
From the slope of the linear fits, the parameter α entering Eq. ?? can be readily inferred and an estimation of the effective electron temperature T e can be made using Eq. ??. ticles excited with ultra-short optical laser pulses with intensities below the damage threshold. 27 Increasing further the electrical power injected in the hot electron gas does not necessarily rise the intensity of the antenna glow as shown in Fig. 5(b) for photons emitted at 1.7 eV. The electromagnetic energy emitted by the hot electrons steeply rises until T e =2000 K. After this electron temperature, the curve inflects and the nonlinearity reduces. The solid line is a fit to the data using Eq. ?? leaving the density of states ρ as free parameter. The electron temperature inferred using Eq. ?? to Eq. ?? indicates that with the electrical conditions experimentally used here, the antenna already operates in its highest nonlinear regime. Despite the strong nonlinearity of the process [ Fig. 5(b) ], at T e =2000 K the estimated external conversion yield remains low at ∼ 10 −11
photon/electron reflecting the limited spectral coverage of the detection.
Using Eq.?? to Eq. ??, we estimate the upper and lower bounds for the characteristic length describing electron collisions with surface. To do this, we used the parameter α deduced from the linear fits in Fig. 4 and feed it to Eq. ?? together with the reported values for the size-dependence of the thermal conductivity. 34 We find 13 nm< L <33 nm for b corresponding to bulk and b estimated from a 1 nm thick nanowire. We see that this range is less than the electron cooling length l energy and the electron mean free path l e→ph i.e., L < l energy , l e→ph which is the necessary Figure 5 : (a) Estimated effective electron temperature T e as a function of the tunnel current for the two energies illustrated in Fig.4 . (b) Light intensity versus electron temperature (semi-logarithmic scale). The red points are the inferred electron temperature and the solid line is the evolution of the light intensity at 1.7 eV predicted by Eq. ??.
condition for applying the model. This value is somewhat consistent with the effective area of the tunnel junction made by electromigration (see inset of Fig. 1) . Thus, the application of the adapted Tomchuk and Fedorovich's model with the inclusion of electron heat conductivity to describe electron heating and cooling in tunneling optical gap antennas discussed here seems to be selfconsistent and justified.
For comparison purposes, we would like to discuss our results in the light of a recent contribution where the electron temperature in a ballistic nano-constriction was estimated from noise measurement. 39 The electronic heating in the constriction was assigned to the viscosity of the quantum electronic fluid [40] [41] [42] and the cooling was insured by conventional electron heat conductivity. The authors found that about 2% of the injected electrical power is dissipated in the constriction for junction's conductances in the range of a few G 0 . In that contribution, the electron temperature in the constriction can again be written as Eq. ?? and Eq. ?? but with a different coefficient α = α .
We compare α with α given by Eq. ?? in the Supplementary Material, and find that both models predict an electronic temperature proportional to the square root of the electrical power fed into the system. The difference of the proportions used to elevate the temperature of the electron subsystem between the models is consistent with T e inferred in both set of measurements.
At that point, it is interesting to come back to role of surface plasmon in the emission spectra.
The thermal radiation mechanism was ruled out in STM measurement because the plasmon modes recorded in the emission spectra were not consistent with a blackbody-like glow. 23, 24 However, from Eq. ??, the energy released by the hot electrons is spectrally affected by the local density of optical states ρ(ν) at the position of the antenna feed. The presence of plasmon modes contributes drastically to increase this quantity at their resonance energies 35, 43 and their spectral signatures are therefore expected in the emission spectra provided that the electron energy is sufficient to populate the plasmon states. Looking back at Fig. 2(c) , a clear shoulder becomes visible at 1.6- energy and spectral width, respectively. The black line in Fig. 6(a) shows the result of the fit for a plasmon centered at 1.63 eV with a spectral width of 0.12 eV and an electronic temperature T e =1938 K. The fit shows a reasonable agreement and the deduced electronic temperature confirms the value inferred in Fig. 5(a) . The residual of the fit indicates a discrepancy around 1.4 eV and 1.8 eV suggesting the presence of additional surface plasmon modes expected in this complex feedgap geometry. 46 An important aspect concerns the polarization characteristics of the antenna emission. The thermal energy radiated from sub-wavelength wires was shown to contain a polarized component depending on the ratio between the radius of the homogeneously heated line-like structure and the emission wavelength. 47 However, for spatially-confined thermal source no net polarization was found. 48 For spectra of the type displayed in Fig. 6(a) , the polarization state of the underlying plasmon modes is difficult to assess because the direction of the electric field will depend on the detected energy and symmetry of the modes. 49 To mitigate the role of surface plasmon resonances in the polarization response, we fabricated a tunneling optical gap antenna from two overlapping bowtie like electrodes (i.e. without a metal bridge) and inserted an analyzer in front of the spectrograph. The emission spectra for different orientations of the analyzer are displayed in Fig. 6(b) .
The spectra essentially feature a black-body emission with no significant plasmonic contributions.
Rotating the analyzer clearly shows that the emission from the feedgap is quasi-unpolarized as expected from a local thermal source. We measure a degree of linear polarization (DOP) of 0.11 at 1.3 eV. given by the numerical aperture of the objective and the critical angle at the glass/air interface. The radiation consists of two symetric lobes, which is however different to that of a dipole because the maxima are oriented along the nanowire axis. Although emitted locally, the radiation pattern is governed by the entire antenna geometry including the presence of the nanowire electrodes, 51, 52 offering thus a certain degree of tunability. Since the tunneling gap is not perfectly centered at the middle of the leads and considering the large emission bandwidth, it is difficult to estimate the modal order of the emission. The directivity D, defined by the emitted power at the emission maximum normalized by the averaged radiated power, 1 is here measured at 16.5 dB. For smaller nanowires, the electromigration process does not necessarily lead to a junction located along the nanowire itself. Instead, the density of defects causing current-crowding points produces the tunneling feedgap near the source electrode. Figure 8 (a) and (b) illustrate this for two 1500 nm long nanowires electromigrated with inverted voltage polarities. In both cases, the location of the light-emitting region is off-centered and is located near the source electrode which provides a simple method to fix the antenna feedgap in a desired location. The emission diagram of the photon source is strongly affected by this position asymmetry as displayed in Fig. 8 (c) and (d) showing the corresponding Fourier planes. The angular distributions are redirected from a two-lobe configuration to a single intense lobe oriented by the nanowire lead with a maximum emission at ± 60 • . The measured directivities are now 18.27 dB and 18.08 dB, respectively. The figure of merit of the antenna directionality defined by the front-to-back ratios F/B are estimated from the polar plots in Fig. 8 (e) and (f). At ± 60 • , we measure F/B=10 dB and F/B=6.1 dB for the two devices. These values compare very well to those measured from multi-element designs such the Yagi-Uda geometry 3 and log-periodic optical antennas. 53 To summarize, we introduce a new paradigm for optical antennas by developing directive electron-fed light-emitting devices acting as a nanoscale transducer of electrical power. Upon injecting electrons in the feedgap of the antenna, an unconventional emission spectrum is recorded whereby the electromagnetic energy of the emitted photons exceeds the energy of the electrons.
We interpret this overbias light emission by the spontaneous emission of a hot electron distribution. The mechanism is as follows: the voltage drop V bias occurs mostly on the antenna gap that is much smaller than the electron-phonon energy exchange length l energy . Electrons are accelerated by the electric field to form a hot distribution within a region of a few tens of nanometers near the antenna feedgap. Because the hot electrons do not efficiently exchange energy with the phonons, the thermalization of the distribution occurs by electron collisions with the antenna borders and spontaneously emits a black body radiation corresponding to an electron temperature up to 2000 K. Thus, two conditions must be satisfied by the optical antennas to emit light from a hot electron gas. First, the voltage drop responsible for pumping the electron sub-system must be on However, the emission characteristics of the antennas reported here is dictated by the relaxation dynamics of the hot electrons, which can be as fast as a few ps in metal nanostructures. 27 The authors declare no competing financial interest.
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Experimental setup One-dimensional model for the injected power into a hot-electron system . Figure 10 schematically describes the one-dimensional problem. Tunneling electrons are injected into a Au nanowire at z=0. The nanowire is contacted to a bus-bar electrode at z = L nw which is also a drain for transporting heat away from the injection region.
The electrical power injected into the nanowire near z=0 is P = I T V bias where I T and V bias are the Figure 10 : Description of the one-dimensional model. A nanowire with a length L nw and a rectangular section A = h × w is electrically connected to a bus-bar electrode. Tunneling electrons are injected into the nanowire at z=0.
tunneling current and the bias applied across the tunnel junction, respectively. For long nanowire L nw >> h, w where h is the height of the gold nanowire and w the width, the stationary temperature distribution can be found from the stationary one-dimensional heat equation:
where T e is the electron temperature, κ = b × T e is the electron thermal conductivity, p(z) is the distribution of the injected power along the nanowire. The term W e→L (T e , T L ) describes cooling of the electrons to the lattice at temperature T L .
Equation ?? must be solved using the boundary condition T e (z = L nw ) = T 0 , where T 0 is the temperature of the heat drain to which the nanowire is connected. We assume in the following that T 0 = T L . For modeling, one can assume that the power is injected just at z=0, that is p(z) ≡ δ (z).
In this case, instead of Eq. ??, we can solve
with the boundary conditions
In the bulk, electrons cooling to the lattice occurs by generating acoustic bulk phonons, and in this case one writes the term W e→L (T e , T L ) = H × (T e − T L ). But in a system with a transverse size L shorter than the electron energy loss length l energy for electron-bulk phonons interaction as in the electromigrated feedgap discussed here, the collisions of electrons with the walls of system become more important. Following the paper by Tomchuk and Fedorovich, 29, 32 the energy transferred to the lattice writes:
with
Here m and M are the electron and atomic masses, respectively, k B is the Boltzmann constant, E F is the Fermi energy and L is the distance in which electrons are colliding with the surface. This distance depends on the ill-defined junction geometry resulting from the electromigration process and is thus proportional to the square root of an effective area: L ∼ √ A eff . Equation ?? now writes
with the solution
where z 0 = b/2H is the heated length of the nanowire. Since the maximum temperature is reached at z = 0 and assuming that the length of the nanowire is much larger than its heated length, i.e. L nw >> z 0 , the expression Eq. ?? reduces to
In form, Eq. 18 coincides with the result by Tomchuk-Fedorovich 29, 32 for nanoparticle of size L. The term α depends on the characteristics of the interaction between electrons and the lattice as well as the coefficient b relating the heat conductivity and the electronic temperature.
The electronic temperature given by Eq.18 can be recasted in the form:
k B T e = (k B T L ) 2 + α I T V bias (20) and if T e >> T L , Eq ?? reduces to:
k B T e = α I T V bias (21) Comparison with the electronic temperature of a constriction deduced from noise measurement .
In the work by Chen et al., 39 the thermal conductance of the electrons writes:
where κ is the thermal conductivity, A the constriction area and l its length. Feeding the Wiedmann-Franz law in Eq. ?? (κ = L Lorenz T σ ),
where L Lorenz is the Lorenz number (L Lorenz = π 2 k 2 B /3e 2 ), σ the electrical conductivity, G the electrical conductance of the constriction, and T the average temperature of the system. In correspondence with Eq. ??, the thermal power delivered by the heated constriction is
Equation ?? is expression established by Chen and co-workers. 39 The power dissipated in the constriction is P in = α fraction GV 2 bias where α fraction is the fraction of Joules heating dissipated inside the constriction, reported at 2%. Balancing Eq. ?? with P in and solving for the T leads to the following expression:
If 2α fraction P/T 2 0 GL Lorenz >> 1, the temperature of the system writes
or equivalently
where α = 2α fraction k 2 B /GL. We note here that both in Chen's work 39 and in our work, the temperature of the system depends on the square root of the electrical power fed into the system (Eq. ??). Assuming a ballistic constriction characterized by a single conductance channel, i.e G = G 0 = 2e 2 /h, and with L Lorenz = π 2 k 2 B /3e 2 α = 6 π α fractionh (28) Using the reported value of α fraction = 2%, α = 0.04 in unit ofh. Let us compare this quantity with the experimental value of our work using the one-dimensional formalism described in the previous section. Like in the work by Chen (Eq. ??), the electronic temperature depends on the √ α I T V bias with α given by expression in Eq. ??:
Feeding L =33 nm deduced from the experimentally inferred α and the published value of b = 0.03 for a nanowire with a diameter of 1 nm, 34 we find α = 0.078h which is twice the value derived from the work of Chen et al. 39 This two-fold difference is in agreement with the reported electronic temperatures deduced from the experimental data in both set of experiments.
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